Integral Timer operation

Setting the Current Time

To set the current time turn the minute hand clockwise.

DO NOT SET THE TIME BY ROTATING THE OUTER DIAL.

DO NOT ROTATE THE MINUTE HAND COUNTER CLOCKWISE AS THIS WILL DAMAGE THE GEARS.

Turn the minute hand clockwise until the time of day on the outer dial is aligned with the triangle marker on the inner dial (located at the two o’clock position).

Programming

The 24-Hour dial has quarter-hour (15 minute) divisions and AM/PM indications. Before proceeding, make sure all of the white captive trippers are pushed to the inside ring position.

Program the time switch by pushing the white captive trippers to the outer ring position for the entire “light on” time. For example, if you want lights to turn on at 6:30pm and turn off at 11pm, all the white captive trippers between 6:30pm and 11pm should be pushed to the outer ring position.